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Last fall, the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
withdrew an offer to teach for
Steven Salaita due to remarks
that he made on social media
regarding the Israeli conflict.
According to the first
Amendment, Salaita is allowed
a considerable deal of freedom.
The line becomes blurred once
an individual represents an
institution like a university.
Now Salaita has filed a lawsuit
against the University of
Illinois, claiming that his right
to freedom of speech has been
violated.
The controversial issue
hits close to home and many
students are wondering where
Parkland College stands on
policies of free speech and
intellectual freedom.
When examining how the
Salaita case relates to affairs
here at Parkland, policies and
where they originate must be
addressed. The majority of
policies and procedures here
at Parkland are established in
PCA, or the Parkland College
Association.
President of PCA Kevin

Hastings provided insight into
how policy and procedures are
developed and passed.
“If you’ve ever heard of
a faculty senate, think of
PCA as a Parkland employee
senate. If you’re employed
by Parkland then you have
a representative,” Hastings
explained. “PCA represents
the interests of students and
employees, whether they’re
faculty or staff. We participate
in the development of policy
and then they are sent to
the Board of Trustees for
approval.”
Since Hastings is also
an Associate Professor of
Mathematics, he was able
to provide an opinion about
freedom of speech for faculty
as well.
“My rule of thumb is if I’m
saying something in class
or outside of, I have to ask
myself if I’d be comfortable
with the department chair or
President Rammage hearing
it,” Hastings said. “The only
exception to that rule would
be when discussing private
matters.”
Secondary Education Major
Tara Welch is also a part of
PCA. She is Vice President

of Student Government and,
along with President Abby
Vanderkloot, represents the
student body during PCA
meetings.
“I think that just like
students, when a teacher is in
the classroom their freedom
of speech becomes limited. As
a college professor, the line of
what is acceptable and what is
not is more blurred that those
who teach K-12,” Welch said.
“With more complex ideas to
teach about, the realm of what
is acceptable and what is not
becomes more of a debate.”
Welch also explained how
policy should or could change
due to social media usage like
Salaita’s.
“With new technology and
different ways for people to
post their thoughts, I think that
it is important for colleges, as
well as all other employers,
to have a strict guideline
outlining what is and what
is not appropriate to post on
social media to avoid issues
about freedom of speech in the
future,” Welch explained.
For students interested in
learning more, the Parkland
Policies
and
Procedures
Manual can be consulted

to delve into these matters
deeper. The manual is public
domain but it takes a little bit
of digging to find.
Several policies actually
touch upon ethics, civility and
the intellectual freedom shared
by faculty and students. These
policies are 5.09 Intellectual
Freedom, 8.a Student Rights
and
Responsibilities,
and
1.02.03 Civility Statement.
Policy 8.a reaffirms that,
“The responsibility to secure
and to respect general
conditions conducive to the
freedom to learn is shared by
all members of the academic
community.”
Policy
5.09
Intellectual
Freedom is more of a broad
umbrella policy that deals with
what faculty is allowed to say
here at Parkland. This policy
hasn’t been updated since 1989
and the question of its current
relevance is brought into
question.
A more recent policy would
be 1.02.03 Civility Statement.
Issues like showing respect,
empathy, and tolerance are
covered under the Civility
Statement.
Vice President of Academics
Dr. Kristine Young highlighted

how, despite the fact that the
policies are broad, they still
remain more than adequate
in dealing with issues like
freedom of speech for faculty
and the like.
“There is no document that
specifies words or phrases
that cannot be said.
Our
policies acknowledge that
every case is going to be
different. Each case is going
to have an important context
that needs to be considered
as well,” Young stated.
“One common thread is our
processes feature due process
and favor development. This
does not mean that there is
never discipline or a negative
consequence for inappropriate
behavior, but rather, we try to
understand from the person
why they did what they did
and then educate the person
about why the behavior might
have been inappropriate and
to give them, the person, the
opportunity to grow from the
experience.”
For those interested in
learning more about the
Parkland
Policies
and
Procedures Manual visit http://
bit.ly/1KGzjF2
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3-D printing at Parkland

Photo by Scott Wells/Prospectus News

A flower created on campus adorns the Parkland Library’s 3D printer. The MakerBot Replicator 2 3D printer and MakerBot Digitizer 3D scanner are available for use by library patrons.

Modern printing becomes popular amongst students and staff
Humna Sharif
Staff Writer
Parkland College strives to keep
up with the rapidly changing world
of science and technology. Amongst
other things, Parkland obtained a 3-D
printer, the “Makerbot Replicator 2”
in December 2013.
The 3-D printing space is located in
thelibrary.DirectorofthelibraryAnna
Maria Watkin, along with the library
staff, had an interest in providing a
Makerspace for the students and
staff here at Parkland. The library
worked in collaboration with the
Computer Science Department,
the Information Technology (CSIT)
Department, and The Occupational
Therapy Department to purchase
and set up the 3-D printer.
Objects can be 3-D printed using
different kinds of ink. The printer at
Parkland uses a special type of plastic
called polylactic acid, commonly
referred to as PLA, as printer ink.
“The PLA filament comes in

a spool which is loaded into the
heating element,” Sarah Meilike,
Administrative Assistant at the
Parkland Library, explained. “The
printer is connected to a computer,
which runs a special software called
Makerware. The software loads the
3-D design and sends it to the printer.
The design is then printed one layer
at a time, until the print is complete.”
Since it’s opening in December
2013, there has been a steady increase
in the number of people using the
printer. Students can design and
create objects from scratch using
the printer, which enhances their
creative skills.
Having an accessible 3-D printer
on campus also provides instructors
with an opportunity to keep up with
the new methods of design and
production that are being used in the
world. Instructors at Parkland have
also incorporated the 3-D printer
into the curriculum of their courses.
Derek Dallas, Assistant Professor

of Digital Media (CSIT), has already
completed many projects using the
printer. He has worked on a plethora of
different designs to see what factors
need to be considered when creating
a 3-D design intended for printing.
“I use the printer as often as I possibly
can, which ends up being about every
week or so,” Dallas said. “We began
using the 3-D printer in my CSC187
course in fall of 2014. In the first
project we made a Jack O’ Lantern.”
There were several steps involved
in the production of the Jack O’
Lantern model. First, it was designed
using Autodesk Maya 3-Danimation/
modeling software. Then it was taken
to Autodesk Mudbox, which is a high
resolution digital sculpting software.
The model was then tested for
problems it might have in the printer
using a free software program called
Netfabb. Finally, the lanterns were
taken into the 3-D printing software
by Makerbot and printed.
The 3-D printer has changed the
relationship between artists and their

creations. When the techniques being
employed are completely digital, the
objects being made can feel out of
touch and intangible at first. Once
the models have been printed, all the
details become much clearer, as do
the little imperfections.
“I would have loved to have had
access to a 3-D printer when I first
started here,” third year Design
student Ryan Marshal said. “I am
having so much fun using the printer.
Just to be able to design an object
yourself and then to have it 3-D
printed is just amazing.”
Students, faculty, and staff are
free to use the printer for a small
fee. No experience is required but an
appointment must be made, which can
be done by simply visiting the service
desk in the library. The library has
staff on hand to assist those who
are not familiar with how to use the
printer. Also, www.thingiverse.com
has thousands of models in 3-D that
can be downloaded for free. The cost
to use the printer is $2.00, plus $0.10

per gram for the object being printed.
Printing times vary depending on the
size of the print.
“To print something that is 10
grams, it would cost $3.00 and may
take 1.5-2 hours.” Meilike explained.
Amongst the most popular 3D printed
objects at Parkland is the NASA
wrench. About a month or so ago,
Commander Barry Wilmore aboard
the International Space Station,
needed a wrench to fix something.
NASA e-mailed the tool to ISS, where
Wilmore printed it using a 3-D printer.
NASA has since made the tool design
available for download so anyone
could print the wrench.
There are numerous applications of
3-D printing in real world situations.
There are many objects that can
be efficiently produced using a 3-D
printer, saving both time and money.
Mass production of objects is the
next step in 3-D printing. Students
interested in using the printer
can visit the library to set up an
appointment.

MSA helps create cultural competence at Parkland
Jose Alzaibar
Staff Writer
One of the most recognizable
objects symbolic of Islamic faith
is the Hijab, or “head scarf” that
women often wear. However, many
Americans often don’t have a clear
grasp on what a Hijab is or what it
represents.
Parkland College is host to many
people from different cultural and
religious backgrounds. Whether
foreign or domestic, Muslim students
are among those people. The Parkland
Muslim Student Association, or MSA,
was created in an effort to raise more
awareness about Muslim culture
here on campus.
The club decided to take advantage
of International Hijab Day to setup
a discussion panel to help educate
people about the Hijab. This one hour

discussion took place Feb. 5 in the
cafeteria located in the U-Wing.
The panel was led by Engineering
major, and MSA President, Ahmad
Manasra. He was accompanied by
his sister Amana Manasra, who is
currently earning a Medical Degree
at the University of Illinois, as well as
his sister in law Ayat Urhodor, who is
majoring in Biology here at Parkland.
The panel explained that Hijab
is not just the physical piece of
clothing that covers the heads of
women. Rather, Hijab is a principle
and wearing a head scarf is an action
derived from that principle.
“Hijab simply means being modest
in the way you dress,” Amana
explained. “Many people do not know
this, but Hijab applies to men too.
People also think we wear the head
scarf all the time, and this is simply
absurd. You are only supposed to

wear it in front of people who you
could technically get married to.”
There are many differences in the
ways in which people from various
cultures present themselves and
American fashion and customs are
different from the social norms of
Muslim culture.
“High heels, breast showing, and
tight clothing all to get attention
from their bodies. When you look at a
girl like that you don’t care about her
personality,” Ahmad elaborated.
An audience member asked if there
were any specific dress codes in the
Islam’s Holy Book. Ayat answered
the question and explained that there
are indeed dress codes, not only in
the Quran, but in supplemental texts
and the Sunna, which is the example
Mohammed life’s (Islam’s holy
prophet and sole writer of the Quran).
The Quran is not the only text that

offers a clear justification for wearing
a head scarf, so do some supplemental
texts known as Hadiths.
Both of the female panelists
responded to inquiries from the
audience as to whether or not they
felt they were obligated to wear
a headscarf. Both expressed that
wearing a Hijab was their own choice
and not a cultural norm that had been
forced upon them.
There are many misconceptions
of Muslim culture in the Western
world. The fact that Hijab is illegal
in France illustrates the widespread
misconceptions surrounding Islamic
faith in contemporary society. The
President of MSA Ahmad Manasra
expressed his thoughts about the
current law in France and attempted
to explain the situation from his point
of view.
“Muslims are supposed to wear

the Hijab,” Ahmad explained.
“What happens in France angers
our community a lot. Regarding
Western culture, it is loud, women
wear tight clothes…there’s room for
improvement.”
Bridging the gap between cultures
by raising awareness and educating
the general public is no small feat.
Ahmad seems determined to help
dissolve stereotypes and create a
more understanding and culturally
competent student body here at
Parkland. The hope is that these
small steps toward understanding
will help students see the big picture
and accept a culturally diverse world.
Students that are interested in
learning more about Muslim culture,
or any other culture, can find out
more about student organizations
such as MSA by visiting Student Life
in the U-Wing.
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Morning rituals may help students succeed

What keeps you alert?

I like to do dancing as a workout
routine in the morning and it keeps
me awake all day

What keeps you alert?

Hot shower in the morning, regular
meals, socializing

On occasion, a student will find
themselves in a tired state during
their morning classes. Whether it’s
because students are up late studying
or putting in long hours at work, this
morning haze is something that most
students have simply had to accept
as part of college life. Unfortunately,
morning classes are an inevitable
reality and students must learn the
methods necessary to cope with a
foggy mind that results from a busy
schedule. So, how do students ensure
that they will be in good form for
their classes every morning?
Many students choose to drink
coffee and rely on caffeine to wake
them up. Others choose to take up a
morning ritual to give them a similar
effect. Nursing major Jennifer
Frankenfield is one of these students.
Frankenfield explained that she

-Brittany Davis

gets ready for the day without coffee,
and that a shower and breakfast is all
she needs to get her ready for class.
In her opinion, taking a shower and
eating breakfast serves a purpose
greater than filling her stomach and
cleaning her body.
“They make me think critically,
wake me up, and provide me with fuel
for the day,” Frankenfield stated.
Frankenfield believes that doing
certain things in the morning can
help your body get prepared for the
day and can have an effect similar to
that of caffeine. Many students share
this same opinion.
Marketing student Brad Malone
agrees. He said that his morning
ritual is simply taking out the dog. A
trivial task, yet he still believes that
taking his dog out in the morning
helps him get ready for the day. He
explained that adopting a ritual may
also help students transition into a
school semester after returning from

Extreme amounts of caffeination
and friends that keep me awake

a break.
“It helps me prepare, makes me
alert, and transitions me into the day,”
Malone explained.
Professor Paul Young teaches
graphic design at Parkland. He
explained why he believes morning
rituals work for many of us. He said
that we need a ritual in the morning
because it helps us become grounded
at home. He said that his morning
ritual consists of non-caffeinated tea,
medicines, shaving, and a shower.
“They bring me balance, peace, and
comfort,” Young said.
College is an unfamiliar
environment for a lot of students and
feeling grounded can go a long way in
helping them feel more comfortable
in a classroom setting. Similar to
testing the waters at a swimming
pool, they must adjust to every new
day, and creating a ritual that does
exactly that is essential. Frankenfield
supports this theory.

What keeps you alert?
Music from my iPod or the radio

-Teri Sturdyvin

-Samantha Roberick

Forensic Pathology

Music Performance

Digital Media

Jordan Hannah
Staff Writer

Showering and cleaning

-Aidan Carlson

-Maggie O’Brien

What keeps you alert?

What keeps you alert?

Theatre Design

Theatre: Entertainment Technology

“They help your body know what
to expect next. They are a stress
reliever,” Frankenfield claimed.
Rituals can do much more for
students than just get them ready
for the day. If students are able to
form the habit of a morning ritual it
can help make them more productive
people in general.
Jose Gomez, the Vice-President
of Phi Theta Kappa, and a student
of Pre-Medicine as well as Aviation
Technology, has many morning
rituals.
According
to
Gomez,
incorporating productive actions
while getting ready for school in the
morning leaves him feeling more
than just comfortable about leaving
the house; it also helps him be more
productive during the day.
Gomez wakes up and takes a
shower and, while his coffee brews,
he uses his phone to check his
schedule. A morning ritual such as

this can help students feel like they’re
on top of things, which can be just as
motivating as a cup of coffee in the
morning.
“I feel motivated, determined,
and I am more willing to do things,”
Gomez said.
Becoming more productive, and
creating a sense of comfort, are both
key goals of morning rituals. Some
students may find that they don’t need
to rely on a morning ritual but a lot of
students do.
It is clear that coffee is not the
only way students ensure that
they are awake and alert by the
time class starts. Whatever ritual
students choose to engage in could
be the difference between failing
and passing a class. When the action
is repeated over time, it can become
something more than just an action.
This may be exactly what many
students need to become aware in the
morning.

Net neutrality and what it could mean to you
Anne Flaherty
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — A top U.S. regulator
just announced he wants more power to oversee
Internet service, much in the same way that the
government already regulates phone service
and other public utilities. The goal is to prevent
Internet service providers like AT&T, Verizon,
Comcast, Sprint and T-Mobile from blocking or
slowing down Web traffic, or striking deals with
companies that provide content like Amazon,
Google or Netflix to move their data faster than
others.
What does this mean for the average person?
Probably nothing right away. One of the big
providers will likely take the matter to a federal
court and ask the judge to suspend enforcement
of the rules until the case is decided.
But this latest decision by Tom Wheeler,
chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, opens up a new chapter in Internet
history. Equal access to content has been deemed
a right of the American public. And depending
upon how it’s done, that could mean more taxes.
A look at the issue and why you should care:
___
NET NEUTRALITY
The idea of net neutrality is that websites or
videos load at about the same speed. This means
you won’t choose to watch “Downton Abby” on
Amazon Prime instead of “Orange is the New
Black” on Netflix because Amazon has struck
some backdoor deal with your service provider
to load its data faster. And when you’re shopping
online and comparing prices, images of Eddie
Bauer jackets won’t load faster than those on
the LL Bean site. As you can imagine, this kind
of disparity matters greatly in the world of
online commerce and entertainment.
___
WHY NOW
It’s true the Internet has flourished under
very little regulation. It’s also true that this
exponential growth can be attributed in part
to the Internet’s open architecture. Under the
threat of regulation and because of market
demand, service providers for many years

AP Photo/Jose Luis Magana, File

In this Oct. 8, 2014 file photo, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Chairman Tom Wheeler
speaks during new conference in Washington. Internet service providers, including those selling
wireless connections, would be prohibited from slowing down or speeding up web traffic, under
rules proposed Wednesday by a top U.S. regulator that would subject the broadband industry to
unprecedented regulation. In an op-ed to Wired magazine posted online, Wheeler said his plan
would regulate Internet service much like phone service or any other public utility by applying
Title II of the 1934 Communications Act. Wheeler said he would not use the new regulations to
tell broadband providers how much to charge customers or to impose tariffs. Industry has fought
against this approach, contending that it would only be a matter of time before the rules grow
more stringent and discourage investment.
agreed not to pick winners and losers among
Web traffic.
What’s changed recently is that Netflix,
YouTube and other on-demand video services
have become wildly popular, including as an
alternative to expensive cable packages. They
can hog much of a provider’s bandwidth at
any given time. Internet service providers say
they have invested heavily to improve their
infrastructure to handle the heavy traffic. Isn’t

it only fair to charge Netflix and others a “toll”
to move their data?
Netflix objects and has compared these toll
fees to holding data for ransom.
___
THE PLAN
Chairman Wheeler wants to subject all
Internet service, including wireless, to Title
II of the 1934 Communications Act. This is the
same law that governs phone service and gives

Fact or Fiction?
Plausible: Although ancient batteries would not have
had nearly as much power as today’s batteries, it
is possible that they existed with the use of an old
fashion urn with a copper pipe, iron rod, and some
type of acidic acid to provide the electrolyte needed to
bring the battery to life.

the FCC broad authority to ensure everyone has
access.
Wheeler says he won’t apply several pieces
of the law, including price controls. Industry
contends that once Title II is applied, it’s only a
matter of time before Internet service becomes
bogged down in red tape.
The FCC’s five-member commission is
planning to vote on the plan on Feb. 26, and
it’s likely the proposal will be approved along
party lines. But because of legal challenges, it’s
possible the issue won’t be resolved for several
more years, even well into the next president’s
first term.
___
CONGRESS
Lawmakers could try to resolve the
uncertainty, but Congress rarely is that
pragmatic. Lawmakers tend to take on issues
that fire up their base or bring their states
money, and an in-the-weeds compromise on
telecommunications law would be a lot of work
with little immediate payoff.
So far, Republicans have pitched an idea that
would enforce basic open Internet rules but
could strip the FCC of its ability to help local
municipalities build their own broadband.
It’s a nonstarter for President Barack Obama
and congressional Democrats who say poor
and rural areas have been left behind in the
deployment of high-speed Internet.
Assuming Wheeler’s proposal satisfies
consumer advocacy groups, Democrats would
have little incentive to revisit the issue. While
Republicans have the votes to push through
their own anti-regulation legislation without
Democratic support, Obama would veto it.
___
CONSUMERS
Most Internet providers, except Sprint, have
warned that the legal uncertainty would chill
future investments. Wheeler has shrugged
off these suggestions, citing $300 billion in
investment by the wireless industry in the past
two decades.
As for taxes, the Progressive Policy Institute
See NET on P. 5
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In this Oct. 28, 2014, file photo, a forensic examiner walks along a garbage-strewn hillside above a ravine where examiners are searching for human remains in
densely forested mountains outside Cocula, Guerrero state, Mexico. Argentine forensics experts on Saturday Feb. 7, 2015, questioned Mexico’s investigation into
the disappearance of 43 students, saying the evidence doesn’t support the government’s conclusion the youths were killed and burned to ashes.

Mexico’s case questioned by Argentine’s experts
Maria Verza
Associated Press
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A
team of Argentine forensics
experts is questioning Mexico’s
probe of the disappearance of
43 students, saying that the
evidence doesn’t support the
government’s conclusion and
that it should be allowed to
investigate all theories.
The Argentine Forensic
Anthropologists team, hired on
behalf of the victims’ parents
as an independent party,
issued what it said was a list of
discrepancies in the case. The
team had access to forensic
evidence and crime scenes
along with federal prosecutors
and Mexico’s own forensic
investigators. Its statement
said Mexico’s government
presented biased analyses
of the scientific evidence to
support its conclusion that the
youths were killed, their bodies

burned to ashes in Cocula in
southern Guerrero state and
their remains thrown into a
river to hide the evidence. So
far only one of the students has
been identified from charred
remains found at the river.
The team “would like
to reiterate that it doesn’t
exclude the possibility that
some of the students met the
fate described by the attorney
general,” the experts said in
the statement issued after
they met with parents. “But
in our opinion there is no
scientific evidence to support
that in the Cocula garbage
dump.”
The Attorney General’s
Office didn’t respond Saturday
to requests for comment
on the statement from the
Argentine team, which is a
nonprofit forensic science
organization that investigates
human right violations around
the world. It was established

in 1984 to investigate cases of
at least 9,000 missing under
Argentina’s 1976-1983 military
dictatorship.
Attorney General Jesus
Murillo Karam said Jan. 27
that based on 39 confessions,
386 declarations, 487 forensic
tests, 16 raids and two
reconstructions, investigators
concluded that municipal
police arrested the youths in
the city of Iguala on Sept. 26
and handed them over to the
Guerreros Unidos cartel.
The government alleges
gang members killed the
students, burned their corpses
into the next day using a huge
pyre and disposed of the ashes.
Many groups inside Mexico
and abroad have questioned
Murillo Karam’s conclusion
as implausible, including that
the temperature of an openair fire could reach that of a
crematorium oven and turn 43
bodies to ash.

According to the Argentine
team’s statement, there was
satellite evidence of many
fires at the same dump in
the last four years. The team
found human remains at the
dump that did not belong to
the students, including a tooth
belonging to a set of dentures.
None of the students wore
dentures.
The team noted the Attorney
General’s Office made mistakes
in 20 genetic profiles collected
from family members of the
43 students that made them
unusable for DNA matches. It
said such errors are unusual
as the process of collecting
material is simple.
The prosecutor’s office
also allowed the dump, a key
crime scene, to go unguarded
for several weeks, permitting
anyone to plant or manipulate
evidence, the team said.
It said its members were not
present at key moments in the

investigation, including when
the remains were first found
in and along a river and during
a Nov. 15 trip to the garbage
dump when prosecutors said
they found 42 shell casings.
The site had not been guarded
at that point.
The team said it is important
that it have access to the initial
chain of custody of the remains
found at the river, where a
bone fragment was found that
led to the identification of only
one of the students, Alexander
Mora.
Murrillo Karam’s January
press conference was seen as
an effort by the government
to finally close the case, which
has caused significant political
turmoil inside Mexico and
protests at home and abroad.
He later said he was not trying
to close the case.
Copyright 2015 The
Associated Press. All rights
reserved.

Report: Automakers fail to fully protect against hacking
Joan Lowy
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Automakers
are cramming cars with wireless
technology, but they have failed to
adequately protect those features
against the real possibility that
hackers could take control of vehicles
or steal personal data, according
to an analysis of information that
manufacturers provided to a senator.
Sen. Edward Markey, D-Mass., asked
automakers a series of questions about
the technologies and any safeguards
against hackers built into their
vehicles. He also asked about how the
information that vehicle computers
gather and often transmit wirelessly is
protected.
Markey posed his questions after
researchers showed how hackers can
get into the controls of some popular
cars and SUVs, causing them suddenly
to accelerate, turn, sound the horn,
turn headlights off or on and modify
speedometer and gas-gauge readings.
The
responses
from
16
manufacturers “reveal there is a clear
lack of appropriate security measures
to protect drivers against hackers who
may be able to take control of a vehicle
or against those who may wish to collect
and use personal driver information,” a
report by Markey’s staff concludes.
Today’s cars and light trucks typically
contain more than 50 electronic control

AP Photo/J. Scott Applewhite

In this June 18, 2012 file photo, Sen. Edward Markey, D-Mass., speaks on Capitol
Hill in Washington. Automakers are cramming cars with wireless technology, but
they have failed to adequately protect those features against the real possibility
that hackers could take control of vehicles or steal personal data, according
to an analysis of information that manufacturers provided to Sen. Markey.
Markey asked automakers a series of questions about the technologies and any
safeguards against hackers built into their vehicles. He also asked about how
the information that vehicle computers gather and often transmit wirelessly is
protected.
units — effectively small computers
— that are part of a network in the
car. At the same time, nearly all new
cars on the market today include at
least some wireless entry points to
these computers, such as tire pressure

monitoring
systems,
Bluetooth,
Internet access, keyless entry, remote
start, navigation systems, WiFi, antitheft systems and cellular-telematics,
the report said. Only three automakers
said they still have some models without

wireless entry, but those models are a
small and declining share of their fleets.
“Drivers have come to rely on these
new technologies, but unfortunately
the automakers haven’t done their
part to protect us from cyberattacks
or privacy invasions,” Markey said in
a statement.
Among the report’s findings:
— Most manufacturers said they
were unaware of or unable to report
on past hacking incidents. Three
automakers declined to answer the
question. One automaker described an
app designed by an outside company and
released for Android devices that could
access a vehicle’s computer network
through the Bluetooth connection. A
security analysis didn’t indicate any
ability to introduce malicious code or
steal data, but the automaker had the
app removed from the Google Play
store as a precautionary measure.
— Each manufacturer is handling
the introduction of new technology in
very different ways, and for the most
part these actions are insufficient
to ensure security. Hackers can get
around most security protections cited
by manufacturers, according to the
security experts Markey consulted.
— Only one manufacturer appeared
able to detect a hacking attempt while it
was happening and only two described
credible means of responding to such
intrusions in real time. Information
See HACK on P. 5
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estimated that treating the Internet
like phone service would trigger
taxes and fees up to $15 billion a year,
including $67 for each wired service
and $72 for wireless in state and local
taxes.
But that report, widely quoted by
industry lobbyists, did not take into
account the Internet Tax Freedom
Act, which prohibits state and local
governments from imposing new
taxes on Internet access, or the FCC’s
ability to shield consumers against
some state and local taxes by claiming
the Internet is an “interstate” service.

from most automakers indicated
they wouldn’t know about a hacking
attempt unless data from the
vehicle’s computers was downloaded
by a dealer or at a service center.
Most new cars are also capable
of collecting large amounts of
data on a vehicle’s driving history
through an array of pre-installed
technologies, including navigation
systems, telematics, infotainment,
emergency assistance systems and
remote disabling devices that allow
car dealers to track and disable
vehicles whose drivers don’t keep
up with their payments or that are
reported stolen, the report said.
Half the manufacturers said they
wirelessly transfer information on

continued from page 3

___
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.

continued from page 4

driving history from vehicles to
another location, often using thirdparty companies, and most don’t
describe “an effective means to
secure the data,” the report said.
Manufacturers are also using
personal vehicle data in various and
often vague ways to “improve the
customer experience,” the report
said. Policies on how long they
store drivers’ information vary
considerably. Customers often are
not made aware explicitly of the data
collection and, when they are, they
frequently cannot opt out without
disabling valuable features like
navigation.
Last November, 19 automakers
accounting for most of the passenger
cars and light trucks sold in the U.S.
agreed on a set of principles to protect
motorists’ privacy. The voluntary
agreement was aimed in part at
heading off possible legislation.

Markey has said voluntary efforts
don’t go far enough.
The auto industry is also in
the early stages of establishing
a voluntary information sharing
and
analysiscenter
or
other
comparable program about existing
or potential cyber-related threats.
“But even as we explore ways to
advance this type of industrywide
effort, our members already are
each taking on their own aggressive
efforts to ensure that we are
advancing safety,” the Alliance of
Automobile Manufacturers said in a
statement.
The Society of Automotive
Engineers also has established a
security committee that is evaluating
the vulnerability of cars to hacking
and is drafting “standards and best
practices to help ensure electronic
control system safety,” the alliance
said.
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The
Association
of
Global
Automakers,
another
trade
association, said the responses
provided to Markey are many
months old and don’t reflect
extensive discussions between the
industry and federal technology
experts aimed at improving the
industry’s understanding of cyber
threats.
The manufacturers who replied
to Markey are BMW, Chrysler,
Ford, General Motors, Honda,
Hyundai, Jaguar Land Rover,
Mazda, Mercedes-Benz, Mitsubishi,
Nissan, Porsche, Subaru, Toyota,
Volkswagen-Audi and Volvo. Three
other automakers — Aston Martin,
Lamborghini and Tesla — didn’t
reply to his request for information.
___
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.
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You don’t have to be great to start, but you have
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ACROSS
1 Blooming tooth robber! You have the legal
right to fine him (12)
9 Dostoyevsky’s Prince Myshkin gives one girl
books (5)
10 Bursting in and bursting out, we hear (9)
11 Completed dub on soundtrack extraordinarily
quickly (9)
12 Recent time lost makes one tardier (5)
13 Some metal boxes get returned, flattened at
the edges (6)
15 Radioactive metal found in protein by one
university microbiologist originally (8)
18 Composer who brought Spanish language to
Italy? (8)
19 It helps produce groovy music (6)
22 Required by one sitting president at meeting

Answers to last week’s crossword

(5)
24 Topless sex on Prague television initially
bothered censor (9)
26 One who makes good money for his employers
wouldn’t be welcome at Lord’s, perhaps (9)
27 Brad returns with a climber (5)
28 Repeatedly speak with East European corrupt
dialect (6-6)
DOWN
1 Bespectacled Corin somehow finds a S.
American flower (7)
2 Brief moment for a lyricist? (5)
3 Give advance payment to South African
province before delivery (9)
4 Non-Spanish speaker in America has to travel
around to make a call (6)
5 Version of Christe eleison primarily for
those with unorthodox creed (8)
6 Banish former huntsman out East (5)
7 Defective hearing result of putting one in the
wind (8)
8 Worker is on the edge in Northern Ireland
(6)
14 Reluctant Marion undressed for seducer
(8)
16 Raised capital to support one theatre with
production of Lear, among others (5,4)
17 Eskimo shaman finds English king in
capital city, decapitated (8)
18 Commander in chief to the Queen has love
for orator (6)
20 Leak incomplete cross-reference (7)
21 A mineral source extremely thin on the
ground (6)
23 Dance graduate leaves cake (5)
25 A shortage? What a shame (5)
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Cobras Basketball defeat rival Danville
Rod Lovett
Parkland College
Both the Cobra Men’s and Women’s
teams came away with victories over
rival Danville Area during their games
on Saturday, Feb. 6, 2015. The #1 Women
broke away in the second half for a
convincing 89-64 win over the #18 Jaguars,
while the Men pulled away over the final
10 minutes to beat DACC 69-60. The wins
give both Parkland teams a one game lead
in the conference at the half way point of
M-WAC play.
In the opener, it was DACC who would
jump out early, grabbing an 18-9 lead.
Kassidy Alderman came off the bench
to spark the Cobras as she drained a pair
of three’s to tie the game at 19 with 8:28
left in the half. The Cobras used a 17-1
run to take a five point lead and went in to
intermission with a 38-28 advantage.
DACC would crawl back to within six
at 41-35 and the lead would stay between
6-12 points until Alderman again sparked
the Cobras. Leading 61-50, Alderman
drained two more three’s to push the lead
to 17 and the Cobras would surge to the 25
point win.
In addition to Alderman’s strong 17 point
effort off the bench, Chelsea Cross had a
huge game as she scored a game high 21
points while also grabbing 9 boards. Laura
Litchfield also came up big as she had 17
points and 8 boards to go along with 4
assists. Hannah Wascher was held to just
four points but snared 11 rebounds and
Nadine Vaughn had a team high 9 assists
and 4 steals.
PC shot 49% for the contest including
9-14 from behind the arc, while DACC
shot just 36%. PC also controlled the
boards 47-30 and had 24 assists to just 8
for the Jaguars. Parkland improves to
(23-1 5-0) while DACC drops to (19-6 4-1).
Parkland will travel to #4 Illinois Central
on Wednesday night for a Region 24

Photo by Scott Wells/Prospectus News

Sophomore Benitra Ayres cheers high above the court on Saturday, Feb. 7, 2015.
The Parkland Charmers perform at both the Women’s and Men’s Basketball home
games.
showdown against the (23-2) Cougars.
___
The #7 Men took on DACC in the
second game of the doubleheader, and
like their female counterpart, they did
not disappointed. The first half was like a
boxing match as each team had mini runs
and saw the Cobras grab a 25-23 halftime
lead. Neither team had a player with more
than 5 points and both teams shot under
40% for the half.
The second half was a much more
up-tempo affair that saw the teams trade
leads and were still deadlocked at 32 with
13 minutes to go. Back to back buckets by
Corvon Butler gave PC a 36-32 lead and
the Cobras would never trail again in the
contest. PC would lead by as many as 13
and DACC would get no closer than six at
48-42 with 8:28 to go. Free throw shooting
proved costly for the Jaguars as they

made just 6 of 13 in the second half and 12
of 25 for the game while PC went 12 for 15
after the break and 16 of 22 for the game.
The Cobras also won the battle of
the boards 38-29 and forced 19 DACC
turnovers.
Balance was the key on
offense as four players hit double figures.
Butler had a double-double with 12 points
and 12 rebounds while JaQuan Bryant
led the way with 13 points and 7 boards.
Capreace Salinas finished with 10 points
going a perfect 8-8 at the line while Charles
Sweatt-Washington also had 10 points.
The win moves PC into sole possession
of first place in the M-WAC at (20-4 4-1)
while DACC falls to (16-8 3-2). Parkland
steps out of conference for the final time
this season when they host the RoseHulman JV starting at 7:00 on Monday
night at the Dodds Athletic Center.

Get to the POINT!

Photo by Scott Wells/Prospectus News

Sophomore Forward Kevin Phillips Jr. puts up a two point
shot against Danville on Saturday, Feb.7, 2015. The Cobras
defeated the Jaguars 69-60.
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Jury seated in slaying of
‘American Sniper’ author
Jamie Stengle
Associated Press

Routh’s attorneys plan to pursue
an insanity defense. Prosecutors
won’t seek the death penalty. He
faces life in prison without parole
if convicted.
Family members have said
Routh, 27, struggled with posttraumatic stress disorder after
leaving the Marines in 2010. The
small arms technician served
in Iraq and was deployed to
earthquake-ravaged Haiti. Kyle
took Routh to the shooting range
after Routh’s mother asked if he
could help her son.
Kyle made more than 300 kills
as a sniper for SEAL Team 3,
according to his own count and
earned two Silver Stars for valor.
After leaving the military, Kyle
volunteered with veterans facing
mental health problems, often
taking them shooting.
About two hours after Kyle,
Littlefield and Routh arrived at
Rough Creek Lodge and Resort
on Feb. 2, 2013, an employee
discovered the bodies of Kyle and
Littlefield at the remote range.
Authorities say Routh drove to
his sister’s house in Kyle’s truck,
telling her and her husband that
he had killed Kyle and Littlefield.
His sister told police that Routh
“was out of his mind, saying
people were sucking his soul and
that he could smell the pigs.”

STEPHENVILLE, Texas (AP) A
jury was seated Monday in the trial
of a man charged with killing the
former Navy SEAL depicted in the
Oscar-nominated movie “American
Sniper,” with the judge estimating
no more than two dozen people were
dismissed from service because of
publicity about the case.
Ten women and two men will serve
as jurors for Eddie Ray Routh’s
trial, which starts Wednesday
with opening statements. Routh,
a former Marine, is charged with
capital murder in the deaths of
38-year-old Chris Kyle and Kyle’s
friend, 35-year-old Chad Littlefield.
Kyle and Littlefield were trying to
help Routh when prosecutors say
he shot them at a Texas gun range
in 2013.
The movie based on Kyle’s
memoir as a celebrated sniper who
served four tours in Iraq has grossed
nearly $300 million. In response to
the attention paid to the Kyle case,
officials called in more than four
times as many potential jurors as
they would for a regular trial. Yet it
AP Photo/Routh Family
took just one day to seat the panel,
This undated photo released by the Routh family on Feb. 26, 2013 shows Eddie Ray Routh and his mother, Jodi. The
after a screening process last week Iraq war veteran who was battling post-traumatic stress disorder and other personal issues is scheduled to stand trial in
narrowed the jury pool.
Stephenville, Texas for the Feb. 2, 2013 killings of two men who were trying to help him, former Navy SEAL Chris Kyle,
Simply reading Kyle’s book or portrayed in the movie “American Sniper,” and Chad Littlefield.
seeing the movie which ends with a
Judge Jason Cashon denied defense motions
depiction of Kyle meeting Routh, followed by already heard.
___
“It’s hard not to have knowledge of this case,” to delay the trial or move it to a different
footage from Kyle’s funeral weren’t grounds
Copyright 2015 The Associated Press. All
for dismissal. Instead, potential jurors were Erath County District Attorney Alan Nash said. county and noted how few potential jurors were
rights reserved.
dismissed because of pretrial publicity.
asked if they could set aside what they had “It’s pervasive.”
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